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April 16, 2015   |   12:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Time Event Location 

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Registration, Meet & Greet, Light Lunch Rideau Canal Atrium

1:00 p.m. – 1:15 p.m. Welcome
Introductions 

Plenary
Ottawa Room

1:15 p.m. - 2:15 p.m. Key Note Introductions
Patrick Carney

Plenary
Ottawa Room

2:15 p.m. – 2:25 p.m. Break Rideau Canal Atrium

2:25 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. 

Panel Introductions
Jennifer Adams, Director of Education, OCDSB

Ikram Jama, MLO Program Manager, OCISO
Yumi Kotani, Manager, Equity Project, OLIP

Dr. Kathleen Pajer, M.D.,M.P.H Professor of Psychiatry, U of O  
Chief, Dept. of Psychiatry, CHEO

Plenary
Ottawa Room

2:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Panel Discussions Plenary
Ottawa Room 

3:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m. 
Bring it Together Plenary

Ottawa Room

3:45 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. The LADS Parliament Foyer, 3rd Floor 

Agenda
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April 17, 2015   |   8:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Time Event Location 
8:30 a.m. Registration, Meet & Greet Rideau Canal Atrium

9:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m. Welcome
Introductions

Plenary
Ottawa Room

9:15 – 10:15 a.m.

Breakout Session 1
Creating Space for Belonging

Mud Lake Symphony
Student Voice

Magic for the Mind
Igniting the Spark

Interview as Exam in Social Science and History 
Sources of Strength

ManUp! Violence Against Women Is a Man’s Issue
Genius Hour: Passion Based Education

Student Well-Being in the OCDSB

Room 102
Room 103
Room 201
Room 202
Room 203
Room 204
Room 209
Room 210
Room 211
Room 212

10:15 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Break & Transition to Plenary Plenary
Ottawa Room

10:30a.m. – 11:30 a.m. Key Note Introductions
Zita Cobb

Plenary
Ottawa Room

11:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Discussion groups Plenary
Ottawa Room 

12:00p.m. – 12:45 p.m. 
Lunch and Conversation Trillium Ballroom

4th floor

12:45 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Transition Back to Plenary Plenary
Ottawa Room 

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Key Note Introductions
Gabrielle Scrimshaw

Plenary
Ottawa Room

2:00 p.m. – 2:15 p.m. Break & Transition to Breakouts

2:15 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.

Breakout Session 2
Transforming Cultures of Learning

Genuine Understanding Under Construction
Student Voice

You Can Always Make Something Out of Nothing!
Teaching in Vertical Classroom

ManUp! Violence Against Women Is a Man’s Issue
Genius Hour: Passion Based Education

Student Well-Being in the OCDSB

Room 102
Room 103
Room 201
Room 202
Room 204
Room 210
Room 211
Room 212

3:15 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.  Bring It Together / Closing Remarks Plenary
Ottawa Room

Agenda
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Keynote Speakers
Dr. Patrick Carney

Dr. Patrick Carney has a long-standing interest in the 
promotion of positive mental health to enhance academic 
success and well-being. Dr. Carney was recipient of the 2012 
Award of Merit from the Ontario Psychological Association for a 
significant and sustained contribution to Educational Psychology. 
In 2014 he was elected to the status of Fellow with the 
Canadian Psychological Association in recognition of his service 

at the provincial and national levels.

Patrick is a member of the Ministry of Education ASSIST coaching team responsible 
for the roll-out of the Ontario Mental Health literacy strategy among 72 School Boards. 
During the past several years, he has played a leadership role in the delivery of several 
professional development events for teachers, principals and superintendents within the 
context of the Ontario Leadership Framework. 

Current president of the Association for Chief Psychologists with Ontario School Boards he 
enjoys many opportunities to work with his colleagues to help school staff understand the 
diverse learning needs of children, and to work collaboratively with community partners. 
Dr. Carney has recently published a book through Pearson Canada entitled: “Well Aware – 
Developing Resilient, Active and Flourishing Students.”
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Zita Cobb

Zita Cobb grew up on Fogo Island and went on to a career as 
a senior finance professional in the high technology industry. 
She was the chief financial officer of JDS Fitel, and senior vice 
president of strategy for fiber optics manufacturer JDS Uniphase. 
In 2001, Cobb left the industry to pursue her personal goals 
and to dedicate her energies to philanthropic work. She founded 
the Shorefast Foundation, moved home to Fogo Island (while 

maintaining a residence in Ottawa) and is now actively involved in projects to contribute to 
a resilient and vibrant future for Fogo Island and Change Islands.

Gabrielle Scrimshaw

Gabrielle Scrimshaw is a young professional with a passion to 
create social impact. Born and raised in Northern Saskatchewan, 
Gabrielle is a proud member of the Hatchet Lake First Nation. 
She has studied international business and policy in Australasia, 
Asia, the Americas and Europe. In addition, Gabrielle became 
the youngest Associate accepted into one of Canada’s most 

competitive post-graduate finance programs. Most recently Gabrielle co-founded a national 
not-for-profit for Aboriginal Professionals and was named the 2013 First Nations Youth 
Achiever by Indspire.

Gabrielle Scrimshaw is an inspiring and engaging young speaker, who regularly presents 
and provides input to large North American corporations, professional associations, 
academic institutions, and non-profit organizations. She is also a regular contributor for 
some of Canada’s largest national media outlets, and has been profiled by Forbes, the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, and CTV, among others.
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Student Well-Being in the OCDSB:  Our Foundation 
for Improving Student Achievement
Room 212

In 2011, the OCDSB established a new strategic plan.  Following a decade of focused work 
on improving student achievement, the Board identified a number of objectives connected 
to student well-being.

This session will highlight the District’s work on well-being over the past three years: the 
development of well-being framework, a Board Improvement Plan for Well-Being, and 
measures for well-being.

In 2013, the District embarked on a community process to identify the desired 
characteristics and skills for all students leaving our system.  Participants will have an 
opportunity to see how the OCDSB exit outcomes embody cognitive and non-cognitive 
skills, student achievement, and student well-being.

Presenters: 

Neil Yorke-Slader
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ManUp!  Violence 
Against Women is a 
Man’s Issue
Room 210 

ManUp! is a group of 11 male students 
from Longfields Davidson Heights 
Secondary School who want to address 
male violence against women. Part of their 
mandate is also to champion fellow male 
students to speak out against sexist and other inappropriate actions seen/heard throughout 
the school.  Their overwhelming success has been documented numerous times on CBC, 
CTV, CFRA, and university talk shows.  At the request of other schools, they are currently 
preparing  a conference designed to expand their group and inspire the next wave of boys 
who want to ManUp!

Presenters: 

Aaron Leach
Department Head of Canadian and World Studies — Longfields Davidson Heights

Travis Wing 
Intermediate Teacher — Longfields Davidson Heights

Tara Leach 
Nurse Practitioner/Clinical Lead for Ottawa Hospital’s Sexual Assault and Partner Abuse 
Program — Ottawa Hospital

Sharmaarke Abdullahi 
Crime Prevention Ottawa

11 Senior Students from Longfields Davidson Heights Secondary School
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Genius Hour: Passion Based Education  
Room 211 
“I have no special talent. I am only passionately curious.” — Albert Einstein

A team of teachers at Fisher/Summit PS are in their second year of implementing the 
“Genius Hour” project, a passion based approach to education that was started by 
companies like Google. Students are provided time in order to pursue an area of interest 
that they are passionate to learn more about - with a focus on creativity, curiosity, taking 
chances, free thought and innovation. Students submit a proposal that must include the 
following criteria: the project must reflect a question (that cannot be answered by google!); 
there must be a research component; the outcome of the project must be shared. This 
presentation will introduce the thinking behind the Genius Hour movement, how to go about 
implementing this opportunity within your school, the challenges with the project, and the 
rewarding outcomes for all involved. 

Presenters:

Chris Hiltz  
Intermediate Teacher — OCDSB

Eleri Morgan  
Intermediate Teacher — OCDSB

Cindy Couperus 
Intermediate Teacher — OCDSB

Sarah Forsyth 
Intermediate Teacher — OCDSB
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Student Voice  
Room 201 

Student facilitators from Nepean, Rideau, Brookfield, 
and Bell High Schools will present on our district 
Student Conference – key outcomes and what 
student voice can look like at the classroom, school, 
and district levels. Students learned how to conduct 
and participate in Focus Groups as a research 
methodology for gathering data on student voice as 
well as participating in a creative expression of “What 
Does Student Voice Look Like?” Students will also outline an illustration of how student 
voice can impact at the school level. 

Key responsibility:

Dorothy Baker
Troy Martin
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Sources of Strength  
Room 209

Is a strength-based comprehensive wellness program that focuses on connectivity, school 
bonding, peer-adult relationships and promotes help seeking behaviour. This program is 
being piloted in several secondary schools.

Presenters:

Andrea Poncia
Coordinator — Community Suicide Prevention Network

France Thibault
Principal — Glebe Collegiate and her SoS team

Dr. Petra Duschner
Manager — Mental Health & Critical Services, Learning Support Services.
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Magic For The Mind  
Room 202

Magic For The Mind provides students with a 
visual, exciting, and motivating way to safely 
explore skill levels, improve existing skills, and 
develop new ones.  Through imagination and 
creativity, we can help children improve their 
abilities in planning, sequencing, organizing tasks 
and movements, fine motor skills, gross motor 
function/coordination, social skills, concentration, 
memory skills, and much more.  The best part 
is that it’s fun.  Engaging in a healthy hobby 
such as magic will provide our children with a 
much needed break from facebook, youtube, 
video games and television.  Throughout this 
presentation, I will illustrate how magic can benefit 
children/teens in a holistic manner throughout all 
developmental domains. 

Some Benefits of students Learning Magic: 
 � Self-Confidence sees a strong boost 
 � Develops creativity and problem-solving skills 
 � Improves public speaking & presentation skills 
 � Wonderful tool for those working in the development sector 
 � Provides immense possibilities for entertaining education 
 � The best ice-breaker one can have to make new friends 
 � Mystify and entertain friends and family  
 � Fabulous hobby to keep your mind and body active 
 � Magic for therapeutic and rehabilitation purposes 
 � Protection against pseudoscientific scams and frauds 
 � Makes you unique among your colleagues and peers 
 � Effective medium of communicating messages of social relevance 
 � Special add-on to those working in storytelling and/or with children 
 � Essential knowledge for those in the skeptic and rationalist circles 

Presenter:

Jeffrey Dion
Berrigan Elementary School
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Interview as Exam in Social 
Science and History
Room 204

In our social science department at Glebe we set a goal of 
creating engaged, independent learners who understand their 
world and their place in it. As a final exam, we ask students 
to analyze the course content around an essential question 

and provide evidence to support their analysis in an oral interview. Students are also asked 
a metacognitive question about their learning process. The articulation of their knowledge 
and skills is the culmination of work done in a learning journal and inquiry learning from 
the whole course. The interview aligns with Growing Success, particularly in the inclusion of 
conversations as a legitimate method of assessment along with observations and products.

We have experienced higher rates of success than on a traditional written exam, especially 
with students with learning challenges. We require less assistance from the Learning 
Support Team overall because most students do not require assistance to complete the 
interview. The interview allows students to express themselves more freely than in writing, 
but still requires them to adhere to academic standards of preparation and organization. 
Students must take responsibility for their learning and cannot plagiarize their responses in 
the interview. The interview also liberates the teacher from “covering the content” to plan 
inquiry challenges around the essential question that push students to develop skills and 
challenge their thinking about their world.

Presenters:

Rachel Collishaw 
Department head, Social Science — Glebe CI

Susan Pannell-Barrett
Teacher, Social Science
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Igniting the Spark
Room 203

The Igniting the Spark Program pairs physical activity and wellness to learning in all 
subjects. Students engage in physical fitness and then proceed to an academic class 
to optimize their mindset to improve alertness, attention, and motivation. Students also 
participate in fitness initiatives in various academic classes.  The program helps students to 
better engage, prepare to learn, be connected and achieve credits. The program has proven 
results!

Igniting the Spark is an initiative that responds to all learners in the following: credit 
accumulation, positive classroom behaviour and connection to school, increased fitness 
levels, positive lifestyle choices, and overall wellness. Various schools in the OCDSB (and 
several schools in other districts in eastern Ontario) run the ‘Spark’ program or versions of 
the program.  The program works so come and ignite your spark

Presenters:

Deidre Barnabe & Martha Ashfield 
Earl of March Secondary School

Kristin Riddell
Glebe Collegiate

Scot Symes
Nepean High School
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Creating Space for Belonging 
Room 102

As the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s completes its work Canadians and their 
educational systems are now tasked with honouring the Prime Minister’s apology for 
residential schools and with taking action to ensure that there is understanding and space 
for all of our students at school. The presentation, Creating Space for Belonging,  given 
by several members of the Rideau community will use the talking circle as a means to 
share the road to creating the Lodge at Rideau and the outcomes of creating this space. 
The impact on OCDSB staff, students and Rideau’s community will be explored and our 
progress in meeting our mandate to create this space for learning and community will be 
shared. 

Presenters:

Geordie Walker
Principal

Melissa Campbell Schwartz 
Head of English, Languages and Native Studies

Erin Jamieson
Head of Arts

Lorraine Lute
Educational Assistant
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Mud Lake Symphony 
Room 103

 � an exploration of the creative collaborative process and how it engages students and 
greater community

 � Musical performance - Mud Lake Symphony. Working with local artist Jesse Stewart 
we recreated the auditory soundscape of mud lake through the use of various 
instruments.

Presenters:

Jesse Stewart
Artist

John Cameron
Teacher, Regina Street P.S.

Grade 4/5 class  
Regina Street P.S.

Rob James
Principal, Regina Street P.S.
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Genuine Understanding Under Construction 
Room 103 

For the past 8 years we have been developing a student-centered, inquiry based classroom 
model that facilitates student ownership of learning. Our system is easily adaptable; we 
invite fellow educators to hear our successes, setbacks, and strategies designed to help 
students make sense of their experience in our increasingly frantic postmodern world.

Presenters:

Michael Ward 
Teacher, Sir Robert Borden High School

Stephane Leclerc
Teacher, Sir Robert Borden High School
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You Can Always Make Something Out of Nothing! 
Room 202 (a.m. or p.m.)

Have you ever wondered how you could engage a large student body in a collaborative art 
activity? come and learn how easy it really is!  We will share houw you can create a large 
scale work of art out of simple materials.  No need for a large budget-creative minds are all 
that is required. 

Presenters:

Julie Corrigan
Teacher Adrienne Clarkson Elementary School

Jessica Fleury
Parent volunteer
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Teaching in Vertical 
Classroom
Room 204 

Visibly Random Groups and Vertical Non-
Permanent Surfaces are two powerful 
classroom strategies that get students out 
of their desks and increase time on task. 
The research of Peter Liljedahl at Simon 

Fraser University shows that this combination also improves discussion and participation. 
Teachers in our school have learned a great deal about vertical classrooms during the last 
two semesters.  In this session we will look at strategies that make vertical classrooms 
work, advantages and disadvantages of this approach as well as changes in student 
assessment.

Our experience reflects Dr. Liljedahl’s findings. We are witnessing more engagement in 
classroom tasks and faster, more efficient transfer of knowledge from student to student. 
The enhanced discussion has lead to increased quantity and improved quality of student to 
teacher feedback.  This accountable talk offers more opportunities for student assessment.  
Exit surveys have revealed interesting student attitudes.

Presenters:

Andrew Cumberland
Head of Science and Engineering — Glebe Collegiate Institute

Janice Bernstein
Mathematics Teacher — Glebe Collegiate Institute
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Transforming Cultures of Learning — How to 
Achieve Positive Change in Your School 
Room 102

Our presentation will focus on a culture change that has occurred at OTHS over the past 
few years. We were at a place where our OTHS family needed a boost on many levels:  
morale, student participation, engagement and relationships between staff and students.  
How can a few people begin to transform school culture and have it radiate to others.  We 
will share examples of what needed to be fixed and the steps we took to achieve positive 
change.  We will also share activities that were planned achieve positive changes and take 
a look at sharing our message and carrying it forward every year.  Big ideas during the 
presentation will be mindset, positive change, going outside your comfort zone, making 
your school the best place it can be.

Presenters:

Nancy Girozan
Principal — Osgoode Township High School

Charles Tourigny
Vice Principal — Osgoode Township High School

Jennifer Bancej
Biology Teacher — Osgoode Township High School

Osgoode Township High School Students
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